Title: Internship, full-time/part-time
Location: Beijing
Introduction:
Shannon Fagan Photography, a company comprised of one of the leading global stock photography units
in the world with production services coordination and entrepreneurial instruction in commercial
photography in China, is offering paid and unpaid internships for enthusiastic and energetic candidates
interested in working with a quickly expanding international business.
As an intern, you will have the opportunity to:
• Learn Production skills such as casting models, scouting locations, sourcing props and
wardrobe, and researching creative direction as needed for projects.
• Attend the office and photo shoots with Shannon Fagan to learn aesthetic and technical
requirements of stock lifestyle photography, commercial photography, and entrepreneurial
business starts in China and abroad.
• Be trained in lighting, composition, production skills, and advertising concepts that sell in China
and in the US and Europe.
• Learn job skills such as creative planning, structural organization, written and verbal communication,
efficient project completion, and time and project management skills.
• Be a member of a creative and international team, practicing your English and Chinese language
abilities, and joining us in marketing initiatives around Beijing.
To Apply:
Please submit your CV as well as a summary of what you would like to learn and long-term goals to
internship@shannonfagan.com
About Us:
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/video/2013-01/08/content_16094047.htm
http://agendabeijing.com/quality-image-photo-producer-shannon-fagan/
Our Studio:
http://www.shannonfagan.com
After growing up in Memphis, TN, Shannon spent a decade in New York City developing a career in assignment and
stock photography for clients such as Intel, BMW, Time, Fortune, and the New Yorker. In 2011, he relocated to
Beijing, China to develop a stock and assignment production unit supplying images to General Electric, Ernst &
Young, Microsoft, Alamy, Getty Images, Corbis, Blend, Shutterstock and others. He has served on the board of
directors and committee chairs for The American Photographic Artists and American Society of Media Photographers,
and was President of the Stock Artists Alliance. He has received recognition for his work in PDN's 30, numerous
annuals of Communication Arts and American Photography, and was the recipient of an NEA grant together with the
Houston Center for Photography. He serves as a consultant to the foreign photographic community interested in the
China, shoots, art directs, and leads productions in Beijing alongside attending The University of Maryland’s
Executive MBA and an intensive in Mandarin at the HSK3 level. He welcomes interns of all ages who are interested
in gaining professional experience in China.

